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2014 Annual Data Report

http://www.usrds.org

Why?
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Why?

2014 Annual Data Report

http://www.usrds.org



Financial and medical risk assumed by 

donors are barriers to donation

• Financial risk only

• Medical risk only

• Financial and medical risk

• Neither financial nor medical risk discourage living donation
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Why?
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Kaserman DL and Barnett AH
The US Organ Procurement System: A Prescription for Reform, 2002

The shortage of organs for transplantation has persisted for more than three 
decades…responsible for at least several thousand deaths each year

…is not caused by an insufficient number of potentially 
transplantable…organs…rather…the direct result of a public policy…

…the alleged moral superiority of any policy that leads to 
unnecessary deaths must be viewed as inherently 
suspect…indefensible to argue that one group of people 
should be denied lifesaving transplants simply because 
another group prefers altruistic supply over market 
exchange.
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Why?

Gaston RS et al, Am J Transplant 6:2548-55, 2006
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Potential benefits/estimated costs

Gaston RS et al, Am J Transplant 6:2548-55, 2006

• One-year term life insurance ($1 million) $ 1300-3300

• Health insurance (Medicare from donation) 15000-20000

• Expense reimbursement (inc lost wages) 2225-4500

• Compensation for inconvenience/pain 5000

• Total cost estimate per donor $23525-32800
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Estimate versus costs?

Klarenbach et al, Am J Transplant  14: 916, 2014
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Financial neutrality

Policy recommendations (Highest Priority): 
Actively pursue strategies and policies that achieve the goal of 

financial neutrality for living donors, within the framework of federal law



Financial neutrality means

1. Compensating out-of-pocket expenses in LD after means testing

2. Compensating out-of-pocket expenses plus lost wages after means 

testing

3. Compensating out-of-pocket expenses without means testing

4. Compensating out-of-pocket expenses plus lost wages without 

means testing

5. Compensating out-of-pocket expenses, lost wages, and health risk 

in some or all LD
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Strong support in transplant community

Rodrigue JR et al, Am J Transplant 2009
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"When I use a word," Humpty Dumpty said in 

rather a scornful tone. "It means just what I 
choose it to mean - neither more or less."

"The question is," said Alice, "whether you can 
make words mean so many different things."

"The question is," said Humpty Dumpty, "which 
is to be master - that's all.”

Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland, 1865 

Lewis Carroll (1832 - 1898)

Public support for incentives:
a question of semantics?

The basic tool for the manipulation of reality is the 

manipulation of words. If you can control the 
meaning of words, you can control the people 

who must use the words.
How To Build A Universe That Doesn't Fall 

Apart Two Days Later, 1978

Philip K. Dick (1928-1982)
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Member states should “take measures to protect 
the poorest and vulnerable groups from 

transplant tourism and the sale of tissues and 
organs, including attention to the wider problem 
of international trafficking in human tissues and 

organs.”

- World Health Organization, 2004
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• Section 2 – Principles

4) The primary objective of transplant 
policies and programs should be optimal 
short- and long-term medical care to 
promote the health of both donors and 
recipients 

a.  Financial considerations…must not 
override consideration for the health and 
well-being of donors and recipients
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Beyond compensation?

• Organ trafficking is abhorrent

– Exploits the vulnerable

– Does not guarantee

• Medical evaluation/integrity of donor

• Donor interests (medical/financial) 

• Recipient interests (medical)

• Due process

• Transplant commercialism (as defined) 
diverts resources from those in need

• All of this is a byproduct of the demand for 
transplantation
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Beyond compensation?

• Organ trafficking is abhorrent

– Exploits the vulnerable

– Does not guarantee

• Medical evaluation/integrity of donor

• Donor interests (medical/financial) 

• Recipient interests (medical)

• Due process

• Transplant commercialism (as defined) 
diverts resources from those in need

• All of this is a byproduct of the demand for 
transplantation

• None of this is argument for or against 
incentives
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• We believe it important not to conflate the illegal market 
for organs, which we reject in the strongest possible terms, 
with the potential in the US for concerted action to remove 
all remaining financial disincentives for donors and critically 
consider the impact and acceptability of incentives to 
increase organ availability in the United States

• We do not support direct payments…based on a [market-
driven] process

An “arc of change”
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Potential impact of donor compensation

• Ready availability of transplantable kidneys would 
prevent 5-10,000 premature deaths annually and reduce 
suffering related to dialysis

• Particularly beneficial to poor and minority patients 
overrepresented on waiting lists and without living donors

• Success rates should improve

• Increased proficiency of transplant centers

• Eliminating “time on dialysis” effect

• Larger pool to facilitate matching 

• Timely access to retransplantation

• Taxpayers should save $12 billion annually paying for 
inferior therapy

• Elimination of any incentive for Americans to participate 
in transplant tourism or black markets for kidneys

Held, McCormick, et al.  Am J Transplant  epub ahead of print, 2015
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How? 

• Ethical framework/underpinnings
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Principles and ethical framework

Working Group on Incentives for Living Donation.  

Am J Transplant  12: 306, 2012

“An acceptable system of incentives for 
donation must ensure - for both the donor (and 

donor family, in the case of deceased 
donation) and recipient - respect, benefit, and 

protection from harm.”
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Moving closer to the essence of informed consent

• Baseline risk

(risk individual will have if doesn't donate)

• Absolute risk

(total risk individual faces if donates)

• Attributable risk

(extra risk individual faces if does donate)

• By race, age, sex, BMI, insurance, SES, etc?

Courtesy of Segev et al, ATC 2015
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Moving closer to the essence of informed consent
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Defining attributable risk in donors

Courtesy of Segev et al, ATC 2015
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Implications

• We currently allow individuals to donate who have a 

very wide range of ESRD risk

• We currently decline potential donors who have 

conditions associated with a very wide range of ESRD 

risk

• We currently accept donors who have much higher 

risks than donors who we decline

• A new acceptable risk paradigm is needed

Courtesy of Segev et al, ATC 2015
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Principles and ethical framework

Working Group on Incentives for Living Donation.  

Am J Transplant  12: 306, 2012
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Principles and ethical framework

Working Group on Incentives for Living Donation.  

Am J Transplant  12: 306, 2012
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Principles and ethical framework

Working Group on Incentives for Living Donation.  

Am J Transplant  12: 306, 2012
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How? 

• Ethical framework/underpinnings

• Legal issues
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NOTA: Incentives are illegal in the US

31
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How? 

• Ethical framework/underpinning

• Legal issues

• Scope
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Potential impact of incentivized donor?

Kaserman DL and Barnett AH
The US Organ Procurement System: A Prescription for Reform, 2002

A waiting list of 100,000 
persons does not require an 
equal number of donors 

immediately; rather a much 
smaller number will break the 
logjam and change the 

trajectory
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Potential impact of incentivized donor?

Melcher ML et al, JAMA Surg 148: 165, 2013
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Scope of pilot project? 

Working Group on Incentives for Living Donation.  

Am J Transplant  12: 306, 2012

• Geographically limited: State or DSA

• Participation limited to US citizens residing 
within defined area



Quasi-Experimental Designs: Controlled 
Before and After Study

• Identify a study population where intervention 
is to be applied (e.g. BC)

• Identify control population that is similar to 
study population (e.g. Alberta) – key point for 

this design

• Apply intervention and measure effects in 
both populations

• “Between Group” comparison made between 
two populations after the intervention –
change in outcome (e.g. organ donation) 
assumed to be due to intervention

• Avoids use of historical control groups

• Controls for other changes naturally 
occurring over time unrelated to the 
intervention

Courtesy of J. Gill
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How? 

• Ethical framework/underpinning

• Legal issues

• Scope

• Financial issues
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Financial issues? 

• Incentive should be provided by the state or 
state-recognized independent third party 
(charity)

• No direct payment from recipient to donor

• Incentive should be 
• Large enough to make a difference in a donor’s life 

regardless of socioeconomic status

• Small enough so as not to unduly enrich or influence

• Funding sources
• Government (HRSA or NIH)

• Private payers

• Charitable donation

Working Group on Incentives for Living Donation.  

Am J Transplant  12: 306, 2012
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Financial issues? 

Held, McCormick, et al.  Am J Transplant  epub ahead of print, 2015
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Financial issues? 

Held, McCormick, et al.  Am J Transplant  epub ahead of print, 2015
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Financial issues? 

Held, McCormick, et al.  Am J Transplant  epub ahead of print, 2015
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How? Other specifics 

• Recruitment:  “Be rewarded…save a life!”

• Evaluation of donor candidacy: 

• 3rd party center with donor guidelines

• Allocation: per waiting list (KAS) 

• Variables:

• Size of incentive

• Nature of incentive (cash, tuition voucher, loan 
forgiveness, tax credit, etc)

• Metrics: 

• Process

• Volume over 5 years (? Historical controls)
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Why now and how?

• The value of a kidney transplant to a patient 
and society is enormous

• No evidence that current initiatives likely to 
have substantial impact on 100,000 
candidates who face premature death and 
disability

• Vocal efforts of many have helped 
community coalesce around “removing 
disincentives” – semantics?

• An “arc of change” should allow testing the 
appropriate definition and approach via pilots
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Why now and how?

• The value of a kidney transplant to a patient 
and society is enormous

• No evidence that current initiatives likely to 
have substantial impact on 100,000 
candidates who face premature death and 
disability

• Vocal efforts of many have helped 
community coalesce around “removing 
disincentives” – semantics?

• An “arc of change” should allow testing the 
appropriate definition and approach via pilots

• How?  Gimme a break…


